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3 Tips to Playing
Golf in the Rain
by

(Getty Images)
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Gay Wins Bermuda
Championship in Playoff
(AAP) — Brian Gay rolled in a
long birdie putt on his first extra
hole to win the Bermuda Championship on Sunday and return
to the PGA Tour winner’s circle
for the first time in seven years
The 48-year-old came from
behind to defeat fellow American
Wyndham Clark, who at one
point enjoyed a three-stroke lead
in the final round, and earn his
fifth Tour victory.
Australia’s Matt Jones fired a
final round four-under par 67 to
finish three strokes behind Gay
in a tie for fourth at 12-under.
Compatriots Cameron Percy
(66) and John Senden (72) finished at six-under and one-under

DOUG WADE

Growing up and now working
in Ohio, I’ve played my share
of rounds in the rain. Some of
my most rewarding rounds have
come in tough conditions.
Golf is an outdoor sport; playing against the weather is every
bit a part of the game as water
hazards and trees along the fairway. And even more, if you can
handle shots when conditions
turn tough, you’re already one
up on the rest of your group.
Here are 3 quick tips about
playing in the rain and cold:
Be prepared: Not to weigh
you down, but do you have rain
Tips

E

respectively for the tournament.
Gay kicked his game into gear
down the stretch and finished it
off with back-to-back birdies on
the 18th hole at the seaside Port

Royal Golf Course.
Clark saw his birdie attempt
on the first hole of the playoff sail past the hole and the
Gay
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Bubba Watson Opens Up
Callaway CEO Chip Brewer on Topgolf
About Mental Health Battle:
Merger: ‘This Is Just Good for Golf’
‘I Thought I Was Going to Die’
MIKE STACHURA
Last week, Brewer orchesby

by

To show how dramatically
2020 flipped for the golf equipment business, all you have to
do is consider Callaway Golf. In
April, the company was quickly
searching for emergency capital
and its CEO, Chip Brewer, had
announced he was forgoing his
salary in the wake of the COVID19 outbreak. Barely six months
later, the equipment maker’s
pace of recovery was exceeding
expectations, golf emerging as
a safe, socially distant activity
during the pandemic and participation numbers surging.

JACK SEDDON

Bubba Watson has opened up
about dealing with anxiety in an
interview with Golfweek, where
the two-time Masters champion
said that at times his mental
health struggles caused him to
think he was going to die.
In 2010, Watson lost his
father Gerry, a former Green
Beret who battled post-traumatic
stress disorder and died after a
long battle with cancer.
Watson, who is approaching
his 42nd birthday, said that his
Bubba
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Richerson Succeeds Whaley
As PGA of America President

Jim Richerson was sworn in
Thursday as the next president
of the PGA of America.
Richerson, the senior vice
president of operations for

Troon Golf, succeeds Suzy Whaley, who was the PGA’s first
female president. Richerson was
elected for a two-year term as
Richerson

— PAGE 2

Callaway CEO Chip Brewer

Merger

— PAGE 5

Who Were the Unluckiest Players
On the PGA Tour in 2020, and
What Does It Tell Us About 2021?
by

(Getty Images)

trated one of the largest deals
in golf business history with the
announcement of Callaway’s
$2 billion merger with Topgolf.
Callaway, which already had
a 14-percent stake in Topgolf
and has been invested in the
company since 2006, will combine with Topgolf in an all-stock
transaction. The deal brings the
premium golf brand and the driving range/entertainment venue
under the Callaway portfolio,
which also includes apparel/
outdoor equipment brand Jack

SHANE RYAN

Luck, as a concept in golf, is incredibly difficult to define and identify, so let’s start with this premise:
The FedEx Cup points system
disproportionately rewards high
finishers, as it should. If you miss
a cut, you earn zero points, but
the difference in points between
finishing first and 10th is also massive. This weekend at the Bermuda
Championship, for instance, the
winner will receive 500 points,
and if someone finishes solo 10th,
he’ll receive 75 points. That means
it’s “better” by this standard to win
once and miss five cuts then it is
to finish 10th six times in a row.

As past fall winners have learned,
there is huge value in triumphing
just one time, and much less value

in long-term consistency that never
peaks into excellence.

See Local Holes-In-One at golfweekrochester.com

Unluckiest
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November 2 in Masters History

Perspective • 1x4, 2x3 • 111408 • DS
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On the Go?
Take the news
with you!
The E-Edition of
Golf Week

GolfWeekRochester.com

On the Go?

1976: At a trial in Augusta’s
U.S. District Court, the LPGA
denies it is calling a golf tournament near Hilton Head the
“Ladies Masters” to take advantage of the well-known Augusta
tournament.
LPGA chief Raymond Volpe
called it an “insult” to regard his
tournament’s use of the word
“Masters” as a gimmick to promote the event.
However, Augusta National
Golf Club attorney Pat Rice repeatedly referred to letters written
by Volpe, one of which stated the
purpose of designating the tournament as the “Ladies Masters”
was to “ride the coattails” of the
August National annual event.
Three weeks later — Nov. 24
— U.S. Judge Anthony Alaimo
sides with the Augusta National.
1933: Bobby Jones is in town
and he’s got company.
The famed golfer from Atlanta
was part of a tribute dinner to
Augusta Chronicle editor Thomas J. Hamilton. The newspaper
executive was being recognized
for his efforts in promoting the
Savannah River and regional
development.
Also on the program were:
James Byrnes, U.S. senator and
future U.S. Secretary of State;
Augustan John S. Cohen, a U.S.
senator and editor of the Atlanta
Journal; and former Georgia
Gov. Richard B. Russell, a current U.S. senator.
1992: The PGA season might
be over, but Fred Couples was
still playing.
The 1992 Masters champion was in Spain for the first of

“ This is the best
place for me and
Onallthe
the Go?
things that
Take theI news
you!
need.”with
– Florence
Your plans to move may be on
hold right now. We understand.
Moving to a community like ours
might be a great option for you.

Take the news with you!

Rochester’s
only true Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC),
• As
The
E-Edition
of Golf Week
we can support your aging care needs all on one campus.
GolfWeekRochester.com

• We offer the peace of mind that comes from having your daily needs met,
such as housekeeping, fine dining, maintenance, transportation and a
24/7 emergency call system.

• We are also a licensed Enhanced Assisted Living Residence (EALR) and
can provide a higher level of physical assistance and support, if needed.

• With JSLAdvantageTM, you can be assured that the best in virus protection

The
E-Edition
Golf Week
and sanitization procedures is being
utilized
across ourof
campus.

If you are ready to start thinking about
your
GolfWeekRochester.com
future, please contact Allison Bearer at
(585) 341-2307 to discuss your options today.
Wolk Manor is an affiliate of Jewish Senior Life

seven post-season tournaments,
which included trips to South
Africa, Hawaii and Jamaica.
Perhaps he didn’t want his
season to end.
Couples won the PGA Player
of the Year Award, the Vardon Trophy for the low scoring average on the tour, and
the Arnold Palmer Award as
the leading money winner with

$1,344,188. It would be the first
time a golfer had swept those
three awards since Tom Watson
in 1979.
But the highlight, Couples
said, was Augusta.
“Winning the Masters was the
most important thing that happened to me this year,” he told
the Associated Press. x
© augusta.com

Richerson
(Continued from Page 1)

the 42nd president as part of
the PGA of America’s annual
meeting, which was held virtually
this year because of the coronavirus pandemic.
“I’m very humbled and honored
to be elected as the Association’s
next president,” Richerson said
in a release. “My focus will be to
better engage our members and
work with our 41 PGA sections
to ensure that PGA professionals have the tools and resources
needed to continue leading this

great game — every day and in
every way.”
Richerson has been with Troon
— the largest employer of PGA
of America members and associates — since 2017. A 32-year
golf industry veteran and a part
of the PGA membership since
1995, Richerson has won several awards, including the 2013
and 2016 Wisconsin PGA Golf
Professional of the Year.
John Lindert will succeed Richerson as a PGA vice president. x
© Golf Channel
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Winners and Losers in New World Handicap System

Golf’s new World Handicap System, which has been devised by the R&A
and USGA, came into operation November 2. (Julie Howden)
by

MARTIN DEMPSTER

The start of a new era in golf
with the introduction of the
World Handicap System was the
perfect day for three tradesmen
to begin a job in the Dempster
household.
The trio are golf nuts and
changes to their handicaps was
the main topic on the daily agenda in breaks between lots of
hammering and clattering.

With mobile phones in hand
as they checked the Scottish
Golf App for the final handicap
index calculation from the governing body, it was fascinating to
see their reaction to something
that is actually quite important in
their life, strange as though that
might sound to non-golfers.
“I’ve gone down to 11.3 from
12.3,” reported one of the joiners. “I’m actually surprised about

that, to be honest, because, in
nine of my last 11 competitive
rounds under the old system, I
had actually gone up 0.1.”
The plumber discovered he’d
been handed a similar cut from
11.9 to 10.8. “I’ve been playing reasonably good the last 18
months, so I was expecting my
handicap to go down under this
new system, though not by as
much,” he said.
The other joiner in this team
of tradesmen was the odd one
out. “I’ve gone up from 12.5
to 13.1,” he revealed. “I’m surprised about that as I feel I have
been playing quite good, with
my scores having included a net
63.”
The handicap index under the
new system, which has been
devised by the R&A and USGA
in conjunction with the existing
handicapping authorities, is calculated by taking the best eight
out of a player’s last 20 scores.
Given the fact I rarely play
competitions, I really had no

idea what to expect when I fiThat handicap index, of
nally took the plunge by down- course, is only part of the equaloading that Scottish Golf App, tion under the new WHS. A
digging out my CDH number “course handicap” is worked
and waiting for the magical fig- out depending on the tees and
ure to appear.
a course and slope rating, the
In all honesty, I didn’t think aim being to deliver a handicap
I’d be coming down from 12.0, based on the ability of a golfer
having played some pretty poor on a particular course.
Advertiser • Size • Date • Designer
stuff since I managed to get into
From what I understand, my
single
figures for the only
time I course handicap from the whites
Expositor-Ledger
Newspapers
can recall around a decade ago, at my home club would be 11,
so I was taken aback a bit with which is nothing to really grumTown Line
NYgoing
14623
a2535
new Brighton-Henrietta
handicap index of 10.4.
bleRoad,
about,Rochester,
though I am
to
Part 427-2468
of me is •excited
to be
miss the shot that’s been coming
(585)
FAX (585)
427-8521
tantalising close to single fig- in handy at a par 3 in my weekly
ures again, but, equally, it feels bounce
Wegame.
want YOUR AD to be perf
a tad disappointing to think
Due to it all appearing quite
Your ad will run as it appears here unless we hear from
that has happened without any complicated, my initial reaction to
review
this adthecarefully.
sense of Please
achievement
because
new system is that it could turn
n Check spelling and punctuation
there is nothing that beats get- people off from wanting to play
addresses
andthe
phone
numbers,
as well but
as e-mail
addresses
an
ting yourn Check
handicap
cut on
golf
competitively,
let’s give
it
n Check dates and times of all events listed.
back of a productive day on time to bed in before coming to
If therewith
areaany
please call
us immediately
at 427
the golf course
cardcorrections,
and any concrete
conclusions.
x
pencil in hand.
© scotsman.com
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IMPORTANT…

Jack Nicklaus Says He Took Hydroxychloroquine,
Doubts COVID-19 Death Count After Endorsing Trump
by

JACK BAER

Jack Nicklaus announced his
endorsement of Donald Trump
on Wednesday after years of supporting the president, and now
he’s going more in-depth on why
he wants to see four more years.
When approached by The Palm
Beach Post’s Tom D’Angelo,
Nicklaus revealed that he had posted the six-paragraph statement at
the prodding of Vice President
Mike Pence. He said he knew
the move would draw significant
backlash, though he claimed most
of the reaction has been positive:
“I knew when I did that that I
would have certain percentage of
the people (who) are not Trump
fans and a certain percent of the
people (who) are,” Nicklaus said.
“The comments I have gotten, and
Barbara (his wife) has gotten, have
been overwhelmingly supportive
of what I did.”
Nicklaus, a longtime Republican
financial donor, also addressed
Trump’s handling of the coronavirus pandemic, a topic that Democrats have repeatedly hammered
the president on. The United
States leads the world in recorded
coronavirus deaths with more than
200,000 according to the WHO,
followed by Brazil, India, Mexico
and the United Kingdom.

Why Jack Nicklaus
Likes Donald Trump’s
Handling of Covid-19

Per the Post, Nicklaus said it
is impossible to know if anybody
could have done better in Trump’s
shoes — “Has he saved millions
of lives or has he cost us lives?
Nobody is going to know that.” —
and he believes Trump has “done
the best he can with the people
he’s had.”
And Nicklaus cast doubt on the
death totals themselves via speculation and anecdotal evidence:

“I don’t think the deaths are a
correct number,” he said Friday.
“I hate to say that.”
Nicklaus told a story about two
people he knows whose parents
died from something other than
COVID and, according to Nicklaus, they were asked if the cause
of death could be changed to
COVID and declined.
“The hospital gets more money
with COVID death than they do
another death,” Nicklaus said. “I’m
sure there’s been a lot of that.”
The 80-year-old Nicklaus and
his wife both tested positive for
COVID-19 in March. He told the
Post that he experienced a sore
throat and cough, while Barbara
was asymptomatic. He also revealed how his case was treated:
“Sure I was concerned,” Jack
said. “I took hydroxychloroquine.
Gone in two days.”
Trump has endorsed hydroxychloroquine, a drug used to treat
malaria and lupus, for months as
coronavirus cure. Trump claimed
in May to be taking the drug, but
there was no indication the same
drug was used to treat the president when he tested positive for
the coronavirus last month.

“How do you think I’m doing?”
Nicklaus said, “I think you’re
doing great, I think your policies are great, I love what you’re
doing. But … why do you tweet
such insignificant stuff? Why do
you want to do that?”
Trump said to him, “Not very
presidential is it?” And Nicklaus
replied, “No, and you are the
president.”
“I just can’t help myself,”
Trump told Nicklaus.
Nicklaus acknowledged as much
in his endorsement of Trump, saying, “You might not like the way
our President says or tweets some
things — and trust me, I have told
him that!” He told the Post he still
believes the plusses outweigh the
negatives with Trump. x

Adrian Morgenstern, MBA, CIC
1170 Pittsford-Victor Rd.
Suite 265 Pittsford
416-4100
adrian@morgensterninsurance.com

© Yahoo Sports

Jack Nicklaus Is Not a
Fan of Trump’s Tweets

While Nicklaus clearly likes
Trump’s policies, he is one of
many frustrated by the president’s infamous Twitter habit.
Nicklaus told the Post that
Trump calls him occasionally
to ask the golfing legend for his
opinion on his job as president.
Nicklaus will apparently ask the
president every so often if he
really needs to tweet something:
The first time the subject of
Trump’s tweets came up was
when Nicklaus and Trump were
golfing together early in Trump’s
presidency. Trump asked Jack:

“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who sto
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Walk, Talk and Listen
by

LEE CARR

Woodbridge Golf and Country
Club in Woodbridge, California, was ready to open its large,
brand-new fitness facility when
COVID-19 emerged and the
ensuing restrictions kept it shuttered. Kurtis Wolford, superintendent and self-professed fitness
nut and triathlete, collaborated
with the general manager and
the fitness director about how to
keep members physically active,
engaged and spending time with
one another.
“We have a lot of walkers at
our club and we felt guided golf
course walks were worth trying,”
Wolford says. “They are great
for exercise and even better for
communication.”
Led by Wolford, the walks start
at 7 a.m. every Wednesday and
last for about an hour. Tee times
start at 8 a.m. Woodbridge is a

27-hole facility, so part of the
course can be closed if desired.
The members choose which nine
they would like to explore, or
the nines are rotated. Wolford
has been with Woodbridge for
about 18 months (following the
32-year tenure of Jim Husting)
and the walks represent a nice
way to become more familiar
with the members.
“I see the walks as a really
good opportunity,” Wolford
says. “Where there is verbal
communication and people can
also see what you’re talking
about, that’s the most effective
communication.” Members can
bring guests on the walks. The
numbers started small but have
grown to almost 20. Attendance
can reflect the weather as there
have been some extremely hot
days, very humid days and days
with poor air quality due to near-

Born in an Indian orphanage, Jeremy was adopted by a single mother
and graduated from Rochester city schools. As an Eagle Scout, he
inherited a strong sense of family, faith, and duty.
Jeremy has worked for two New York Governors as well as the late
Congresswoman Louise Slaughter, and now he’s a lawyer helping
nonprofits provide essential services. As State Senator, Jeremy is
committed to:

FIGHTING FOR SCHOOL FUNDING

Jeremy demands our schools get their fair share
of funding, both city and suburban.

PROTECTING REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS

With a woman’s right to choose under threat by
the Supreme Court, Jeremy will never waver in
his support for women’s reproductive rights.

SUPPORT FOR ISRAEL

Jeremy is unwavering in his anti-BDS stance and
stands strong in his support of Israel. Jeremy will
always fight back against anti-Semitism.

Now more than ever we need elected
officials who will fight everyday against
anti-Semitism and bigotry. Jeremy Cooney
is a proven leader who will be a strong
partner for Israel.
—Charles Schumer, U.S. Senate Minority Leader

JeremyCooneyROC

JeremyCooney.com

by fires. After two months, there
is a steady crowd.
The walkers are usually playing members. “It’s my opportunity to talk agronomy with the
group and have them physically
see what we are doing before
they play,” Wolford says. “I am
communicating our philosophy,
how we do things agronomically
and things we are going to do.
These walks give members firsthand knowledge and the opportunity to really understand it all.”
Every walk addresses a variety
of topics, including renovation
projects. Woodbridge is creating some new tee complexes,
renovating others and removing
several trees. “Trees are a regular topic,” Wolford says. “I have
an arborist background and this
is an Audubon-certified course,
so conversation includes coyotes, red-tailed hawks and other
wildlife.”
Other topics include horticulture, the environment, club
events, golf rules or recent news
inspired by local and professional tours. “My father was an
agriculture teacher for 35-plus
years and my wife is a teacher,”
Wolford says. “I’m comfortable
teaching.”
Wolford has good experience
with grow-ins, being part of
course construction crews and
working with shapers and architects. He understands what
architects are trying to accomplish with the placement of bunkers and mounds, the right (and
wrong!) place to put a tree and
more. “It’s really morphed into
more of an educational experience for members,” Wolford
says. “I’ve always learned a lot
by asking questions. It’s the best

Superintendent Kurtis Wolford (right) leads regular member walks at
Woodbridge Golf and Country Club in Woodbridge, California. (Courtesy
of Kurtis Wolford)

way to learn and these walks
give members that chance.”
Whatever is discussed, it’s important to dispel ill-conceived
notions and cultivate good information. Members often share
what they have learned with
those they play with and that has
a positive effect. An additional
benefit to the member walks
is that Wolford has learned to
communicate more effectively
with groups and as a manager.
“A tool that is underutilized
in our trade is a laser pointer,” Wolford says. It’s essential
during walks to point specifically
to what he’s referring to and it
makes it easier for the group to
concentrate. For instance, to discuss a specific tree branch, the
laser can bring everyone’s focus
to the same place in an instant
without a lengthy description.
The only drawback to the
walks is securing Wolford’s time.
Morning time is usually hard
for superintendents to find. “I
had to thoughtfully determine
what is worth more, my ability
to communicate effectively with
the membership or me losing

90 minutes once a week,” he
says. “The communication far
outweighs the loss of the hour
and a half.”
Another popular form of communication with agronomy is
Twitter. Wolford (@KurtisWolford) has picked up turf tricks
from Twitter users and, in return, he doesn’t hesitate to share
his own good ideas. With the
member walks, Wolford sent a
single tweet and the statistics
are mind-blowing, starting with
20,565 views. From the exposure, Wolford received calls from
superintendents and general
managers wanting to know more.
The power of direct communication can’t be underestimated
and face-to-face communication
is even more appreciated due
to the pandemic. Walking with
members and enjoying the course
together “is worth its weight in
gold to communicate why we are
doing what we are doing,” Wolford says. “We get to answer their
questions and members become
advocates when we empower
them with information.” x
© golfcourseindustry.com

Quarterly Equipment Sales Top $1 Billion
As the golf business continues to surge, the independent market research firm Golf
Datatech announced that U.S.
retail golf equipment sales for
the third quarter surpassed
the $1 billion mark, finishing
at $1.002 billion. This represents the first time sales have
exceeded $1 billion in Q3,
as well as the second-largest
quarter ever, trailing only Q2
2008, when sales hit $1.013
billion.
Golf Datatech also reported
that Q3 golf equipment sales
for 2020 were up 42 percent
over the same period in 2019,
led by strong showings in golf
bags, wedges and irons.
“The story keeps getting better as golf continues to surge
coming out of the shutdown,
and Q3 equipment sales suggests that 2020 will likely end
up positive for the entire year,”
Golf Datatech partner John
Krzynowek said. “Year-to-date
sales for total equipment are
now up 0.2 percent compared
to 2019, and considering the
size of the hole created by the
shutdown in April and May,

(Adobe Stock, orest86)

this recovery has been nothing
short of remarkable. While the
US economy will not enjoy a
‘V Shaped Recovery’ in 2020,
if golf continues on this trajectory we will be there soon.”
The category leaders in sales
for September were golf bags
at plus-19 percent and wedges
at plus-18 percent, while golf
shoes were plus-2 percent.
Overall, the golf club category
was plus-0.9 percent for the
month, with balls and gloves
trending slightly lower, nega-

tive-2.7 percent.
“These month-over-month
sales records are unlike anything we’ve ever seen since
Golf Datatech started tracking
performance data in 1997,”
Krzynowek said. “Our Rounds
Played data also shows similar
record-breaking growth over
the past several months, which
is a strong indication that avid
golfers and newcomers alike
are driving the sport to new
levels right now.” x
©Golf Course Industry
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Merger

(Michael Baxter, Baxter Imaging LLC)

(Continued from Page 1)

Wolfskin and apparel company Travis Mathew. Topgolf has
58 driving range/entertainment
centers across the country, as
well as the Toptracer Range
business, which turns standard
driving-range bays into digital
learning and practice centers
that enable users to play and
compete on virtual golf courses.
Brewer spoke with Golf Digest
about the merger and what to
expect from Callaway and Topgolf moving forward.
Golf Digest: Not the year
you might have predicted
back in March and April,
right?
Chip Brewer: We had no
idea where it was headed. It
was crazy. We were just worried about survival, and no clear
path for that. But clearly golf
has been a net benefactor in all
this. I think when we look back,
[this year’s participation surge] is
going to increase the long-term
growth rate of the game. Without commuting to work, you
might have the ability to go play
nine holes with the family—or,
quite honestly, visit Topgolf—
that you didn’t have before. And
I don’t think that part will ever
go back to where it was.
As for Topgolf, you two
have been circling each
other for a long time. Why
was this the moment, as

opposed to two years ago or
five years from now?
Topgolf was on its way to becoming an independent public
company at the beginning of
the year. We were concentrating
on doing our own thing, and
both of us were going well. All
of a sudden COVID happens,
and everybody’s world is turned
upside down. The IPO is off
the table. We are in survival
mode. But then the golf world
comes roaring back. Our business is stronger than ever, and
the tailwinds associated with it
are pretty clear.
For Topgolf, they had to shut
down, but then they were able to
open back up, and now they’re
in a really attractive spot, too,
because they have the trends
of golf and the trends of people wanting to have safe social
connections. Both of these businesses are really well-positioned
for the trends and reality of a
COVID world and a post-COVID
world.
Are these two different
audiences, or does Topgolf
strongly feed the traditional
game, too?
What excites me about it is it
really makes our total addressable market so large. It really is
just a math equation that gets
really exciting from a business
perspective and a synergy perspective.

There are 24 million people in
the U.S. that play golf according
to the National Golf Foundation.
A lot of those people play one
time a year so are they Callaway’s addressable market? Well,
maybe, but are they going to
buy a $1,000 set of irons or
a $500 driver? Unlikely. [But]
if you can digitize this driving
range and make it more fun, you
can connect with a player who’s
working on his game, track all
his shots and know exactly what
he’s working on. Callaway then
has access to that golfer’s data
and can immediately and directly
connect with that golfer. I think
with the input and reach of Callaway Golf, we’re going to be
able to grow that faster and use
all that data.
What specific things might
we see between the two
businesses going forward?
Now that we’re merging these
companies, I’m clearly going to
tell my marketing team, ‘Help
Topgolf out.’ I want to see Topgolf occasionally on the sides of
hats. I want to see it on tour. I
want to see it in our marketing,
in our consumer reach. I want to
see it with partners. I want to see
us drive same venue sales, visits
into Topgolf. It’s in our best interest to do that. They will drive
us, and we will drive them. Both
sides will grow.
What does this union say
about the game as a whole?
And given the huge participation numbers we’ve seen
this year, where does Topgolf go from here? Couldn’t
it be said that a lot of those
non-golfers who might have
gone to Topgolf in the past
actually went out and played
golf this year?
Candidly, I think this is just
good for golf. You have to have
access to golf somewhere to
get into the game, and Topgolf
is that access point. The fact is
you don’t have caddies anymore.
Way back, caddieing was the
way to get into the game. Now,
it’s Topgolf. It’s fun, the reach

is broad and it’s going to get has been a regional play. I think
bigger. It really creates a kind of it does fine in all the places it’s
flywheel effect, where it’s creat- gone to, in all kinds of weather.
ing new golfers and then you can It can be in Minneapolis, it can
get them even more interested be everywhere. But they haven’t
and move them further down grown it to the point where it
the path of becoming more avid can have that kind of large-scale
because they go to a Toptracer impact. It hasn’t penetrated a
Range. The fact that it’s good place like California yet. And if
for golf makes me happy, as you want to move the needle,
well. I don’t have the luxury of you have to be there. You have
doing it just because it’s good to get into New York. You have
for golf, but you know that’s to get national. There’s 58 of
important
me.
them but there’s going to be
Morgensternto
DeVoesick
• 2x5 • 101917 • SH
No question there’s a dif- plans for 200.
Expositor-Ledger
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Tips
(Continued from Page 1)

gloves, extra towels, even an umbrella in your bag? You’d be surprised how many people do not.
The goal when playing in the rain
is not to think too much about
playing in the rain. Those who are
not prepared are constantly worried about wet gloves, water dripping down their back, etc. Know
that conditions can change — and
be prepared. The 5 items from
the PGA Shop at the top of the
page are a great place to start.
Stay controlled: When it’s
time to focus on the shot, solid
contact is more important than
ever when conditions get tough.
Don’t give yourself any easier opportunities for mistakes by overswinging. A common mistake is
the feeling that you have to swing
harder — but that’s actually the

most harmful thing you can do.
The chance for the club to slip
in your hands or your feet to slip
on the swing are only increased
in wet conditions. A shorter,
more compact swing with more
club will only help you in these
situations.
Adapt to the course: When
it rains, the course changes right
in front of you. If you watch pro
tournaments when it’s raining, you
notice how hard it is for even the
world’s best players to get their
chips and putts to the hole as the
conditions get slower and wetter.
Be aware of what the rain, cold
and wind can do to your shots.
Wet conditions mean less spin for
shots but slower greens and softer
fairways. Adjust your game and
club selection accordingly. x
© PGA.com
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Did You Know: This U.S. President Played
Golf After Voting on Election Day
years old that day, becoming the But weather was not known to
Want to unplug for a few hours only man elected president on deter Harding, who was such
a golf fanatic that “he vowed
from the enervating milieu of Elec- his birthday.)
tion Day? The golf course — a
Amid an atmosphere that to play through a driving thunpreferred respite for many during speaks to the quaintness of the derstorm or even a snowstorm,
most of this peculiar pandem- times, Harding and his wife, and he often made good on
ic-plagued year — certainly seems Florence, cast their ballots early the promise,” Don Van Natta,
like a terrific option. And maybe that morning at a precinct locat- Jr., wrote in his book, First Off
a round on Nov. 3 is that rare ed just around the corner from The Tee; Presidential Hackers,
occasion when slow play is a their house and then, according Duffers and Cheaters from Taft
to wire-service reports, lingered to Bush.
blessing?
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Warren G. Harding is seen playing golf at Piping Rock G.L. on Long Island not long into his term as the 29th U.S. President along side USGA
president Howard F. Whitney, Percy H. Pyne and J. Leonard Replogle.
(Paul Thompson/FPG)

cisco, not long after learning of
brewing trouble over oil leases
on naval lands in Wyoming, the
onset of the Teapot Dome scandal. In his honor, San Francisco
named a golf course after him;
Harding Park, which earlier this
year hosted the PGA Championship, was opened in 1925.
Just weeks before his death,
Harding, suffering from fatigue

from an undiagnosed heart condition, had been advised by his
doctor to cut down on his golf
(and his affinity for liquor). His
Chief of Staff, Edmund Starling, suggested that the President
curtail his rounds to nine holes.
Harding thundered in reply,
“Hell, if I can’t play 18 holes, I
won’t play at all.” x
© GolfDigest.com

Stacy Lewis Headlines Group
Of 10 Players Added to
U.S. Women’s Open Field
by

BETH ANN NICHOLS

Houston resident and twotime major winner Stacy Lewis
DESIGNER GOLDSMITHS
highlights a group of 10 players
added to the field for this year’s
700 Park Avenue
U.S. Women’s Open, the USGA
442-2260
announced. The contest’s 75th
northfieldgoldsmiths.com
edition is set for Dec. 10-13 at
Champions Golf Club in Houston. With qualifying rounds
canceled this year due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the entire
156-player field is made of up
exempt players.
The 10 spots were filled using
the 2020 LPGA money list (top
10 players, not otherwise exempt). Those players are: No. 7
Jasmine Suwannapura, No. 10
Stacy Lewis, No. 25 Jodi Ewart
Shadoff, No. 33 Cydney Clanton,
No. 37 Andrea Lee, No. 40 Mina
Harigae, No. 42 Kelly Tan, No.
46 Perrine Delacour, No. 48 Xiyu
Lin and No. 54 Lindsey Weaver.
Lewis, 35, won the Ladies
Scottish Open in a playoff earlier this year for her 13th career
LPGA title and first since giving
birth to daughter Chesnee. This
marks her 14th U.S. Women’s
That’s what an organ donor is to someone waiting for a
Open appearance. She tied for
transplant—forever appreciated for giving the ultimate gift.
Live life to the fullest. Help others do the same.
third as a newly-minted pro in
2008 and finished runner-up to
Join the donor registry at www.PassLifeOn.org
Michelle Wie in 2014.
Lee, the
a rookie
onsave
the LPGA,
“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who stops
clock to
time.”
will make her fourth USWO
appearance and first as a pro.
The 2019 Mark H. McCormack

Lindsey Weaver hits her approach shot on the 4th hole during the final
round of the Marathon LPGA Classic at Highlands Meadows Golf Club.
(Marc Lebryk-USA TODAY Sports)

Medal winner made the cut as an
amateur at the 2019 Women’s
Open at Charleston Country
Club. The 22-year-old Stanford
standout has two top-10 finishes
in 2020’s abbreviated LPGA
season.
Delacour will make her USWO
debut this December. The Frenchwoman has posted three top 10s
in 2020, including a third place at
the 2020 ISPS Handa Women’s
Australian Open.
Weaver has made headlines
since July for playing most of
the season without a caddie.
She was on the leaderboard well
into the weekend at the AIG

Women’s British Open, using a
push cart in trying conditions at
Royal Troon. The Dallas resident
ultimately tied for 19th. This will
be Weaver’s third USWO appearance, with her first coming
in 2015 as an amateur.
In Houston, Weaver will have
two tracks to learn in short order
with both the Cypress Creek
Course and Jackrabbit Course
being used for the championship
due to reduced daylight.
Last month, the USGA announced that the Women’s Open
would not have fans on site due
to the ongoing pandemic. x
© USA TODAY Sports/Golfweek
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Unluckiest
(Continued from Page 1)

That said, we’d all generally
agree that a player who makes six
straight top 10s is playing “better”
than a fluke winner who has a
monster week and then vanishes.
Which means that in terms of
FedEx Cup points, the consistent
player has been relatively “unlucky,” while the one-time winner
was “lucky.” Extrapolated, that
also means the final FedEx Cup
list for a season isn’t necessarily
telling us who the best golfers were
in perfect order, but rather who
played the best at the right moments. Which, again, is fair and
good — winning is a BIG DEAL,
especially at the huge events, and
should be valued accordingly.
This also means that each year
there will be golfers who play
beautifully all season, but don’t
quite do it at the right times to
reap the maximum benefit in
terms of FedEx Cup points. Sure,
maybe they lacked a killer instinct,
but most times it’s just bad luck
that their strong play was spread
out and didn’t result in high finishes. At the other end of the
spectrum, some will be very lucky
— they played their best golf in
short spurts, won tournaments
and capitalized on the system.
But this is where we get to a
concept called regression, or progression, to the mean. Basically,
if we identify the golfers who have
been unlucky one season, it’s not
unreasonable to think that if their
games remain at a high level,
they’ll get luckier the next. That’s
the law of averages, and identifying those players has benefits,
especially if you’re a gambler or a
fantasy player. Not to toot my own
horn excessively here, but I used
a rudimentary luck system a few
weeks ago to predict that Patrick
Cantlay would win a fall event.
Sure, I got lucky there — irony
noted — but my prediction was
based on real data.
This week, I decided to try to
come up with something a bit
more sophisticated — actual numbers to determine a player’s luck
quotient. To do so, I needed a
number that reflected a player’s
performance across the season
without regard to finishing position; something less volatile than
FEC points. Luckily (sorry), we
have strokes gained/total, a terrific
metric for measuring exactly that.
From shot to shot, event to event,
strokes gained is a pure measure
of ability, or at least as pure as
we’ve got. I reasoned that if I
could find out exactly how much a
single stroke gained is “worth” in
terms of FEC points, on average,
I could then calculate how many

Gay
points each player could expect to
receive, based on their SG/ total
performance.
Bear with me: Since there are
no FEC points awarded for the
Tour Championship, I took data
from 2019-’20 up to and including the BMW Championship. I
used the top 150 players — minus
Tiger Woods and J.B. Holmes,
who lacked the requisite number
of events to show up on the SG
leader board — and found that
on average, each stroke gained
for a season is, among this select
group, worth slightly more than
36 FedEx Cup points. From there,
I could multiply that number by
each player’s total strokes gained
to calculate their Expected FEC
Points. Then I could subtract that
number from their Actual FEC
Points, divide by a thousand to
make it look nice, and come up
with a number that measured luck
… or something like it.
On the “lucky” side of things
— positive numbers — there aren’t many surprises. You’d expect
to see players who won a single
event or got close a few times and
struggled the rest of the way, and
that’s exactly what you get:
1. Jim Herman: +2.35
2. Zac Blair: +1.82
3. Andrew Landry: +1.75
4. Sung Kang: +1.73
5. Robert Streb: +1.57
Herman tops the list as a player
who came from nowhere to win
the Wyndham Championship, and
who otherwise missed 11 cuts and
never did better than T-27. Zac
Blair never won, but he did maximize his results as a player with
-40 SG on the season, scraping
together points in the fall before a
very rough 2020. Landry followed
the Herman formula, winning the
American Express in January,
while Kang and Streb were more
like Blair, with one high finish, a
few middling results, and serious
struggles otherwise.
The more interesting part is
the “unlucky” side. Check out the
top 10:
1. Bryson DeChambeau: -2.10
2. Harris English: -1.85
3. Xander Schauffele: -1.78
4. Harold Varner: -1.50
5. Patrick Reed: -1.48
6. Tony Finau: -1.48
7. Daniel Berger: -1.26
8. Patrick Cantlay: -1.21
9. Brian Harman: -1.15
10. Russell Henley: -1.14
Starting at the top, DeChambeau’s presence is just another
hilarious anomaly from his already
remarkable year. Keep in mind
these numbers don’t include his
U.S. Open victory; they do indicate that as well as he played by

SG/total, he actually could have
expected even more of a payoff in
terms of winning events, and that’s
with a win at the Rocket Mortgage
under his belt. Scary. (And also, if
we had these numbers at the time,
it would have been an even better
argument that he was about to win
the U.S. Open.)
Forget Bryson, though, because
the real value — gambling, fantasy
or otherwise — comes in who we
see next. Of the nine players after
DeChambeau, only two had wins
(Reed and Berger), and the rest
were consistently excellent without
ringing the bell. At least two of
them, Varner and Finau, are players who have famously struggled
to win events, so it’s tempting to
chalk up their presence here less
to luck and more to an inability to
close. (In other words, until they
can resolve that problem, they may
continue not to win.) Maybe you
could say the same about English.
The others, though, are players we
know can win, and in fact one of
them already has. Cantlay’s victory
at the Zozo is nothing more than
progression to the mean.
Meanwhile, Russell Henley has
finished T-3 and T-4 in consecutive weeks; Reed has two top 15s;
English put up a fourth at the U.S.
Open and 10th at the C.J. Cup;
Schauffele was fifth at the U.S.
Open and second at the C.J. Cup;
Finau went T-8 at the U.S. Open
and T-11 at the Zozo; and Varner,
Berger and Harman have been in
the 10th-30th range at most of
their fall events.
If you look further down the list
at the “unlucky” players from last
season, you find names like Scottie Scheffler (11th), Cameron Tringale (12th), Billy Horschel (14th),
Doc Redman (15th), Bud Cauley
(16th), Gary Woodland (20th),
Bubba Watson (21st), Abraham
Ancer (22nd) and Brendan Steele
(23rd). None of them won last
year, and a bunch have already
had success this fall.
Believe me, this stat is wildly imperfect. I’m not a statistician, and
my hope is that somebody who
is will see this and improve it immeasurably. But as a foundational
measure, it says quite a lot. It’s
interesting on its own merits, and
though we’re dealing with a small
sample size, it’s already shown
some predictive value this fall (and
because some of the players are
unexpected, the odds are going to
be better, too). In a game where
peaking at the right moment is everything, from FedEx Cup points
to money to fame, it pays to have
a stat that shows which players
might be on the verge. x

(Continued from Page 1)

hard-hitting 26-year-old will have
to wait for another day to notch
his first victory on the Tour.
Gay was in disbelief after carding a closing round 64 to finish the
tournament 15-under 269.
“This is absolutely insane,” said
Gay.
“I always knew that I’ve got the
game to compete out here, but it’s
easy to doubt yourself,” he said.
“These players are so young - a

lot of them are my daughter’s age.
The tournament was the first
PGA Tour event to allow fans since
the onset of COVID-19, which
forced the Tour to suspend play
in March before returning in June.
Gay said the pandemic had
thrown him off his game but
that he was beginning to find his
rhythm again.
“I’ve been playing awful since
COVID. It has been a struggle,”
he added. x
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his father, which caused more mental health is on the mend,
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a recent phone interview. “I
different
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thought I was going to die. It
was rough.”
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The 12-time PGA Tour win© GolfMagic.com
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Pittsford Village
Estates

Located off Monroe Avenue close to the quiet, upscale
Village of Pittsford. There are 114 spacious one,
two and three bedroom units with air conditioning,
garages and storage units included. These apartments
are situated on beautifully maintained grounds in a
peaceful park-like setting. The Estates are less than
a mile from shopping centers and theaters, close to
expressways and on the Greater Rochester bus line.
For your convenience, the Rental Agent is located at #3 Colonial Parkway.

18 Colonial Parkway • 381-3520
Managed by the I Gordon Corporation • 546-8111
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GOLF opinion & comment
Mickey Wright Bequeaths Estate
And Possessions to USGA
In support of its mission to champion
and advance the game of golf and in appreciation of its continued preservation
and celebration of her legacy, the USGA
announced that late four-time U.S. Women’s Open champion Mickey Wright has
bequeathed her estate and possessions to
the USGA.
Wright, who died on Feb. 17 at the age
of 85, was the defining female player of
the 1950s and 1960s. The preservation
of her story is imperative to the USGA’s
mission to chronicle the history of women’s golf and share it with generations to
come.
The massive collection of more than
300 artifacts related to Wright’s professional career and personal life includes
correspondence, photo albums, scrapbooks, equipment, medals, awards, films
and videos, as well as her personal writings, library, record collection and other
materials that highlight Wright’s diverse
interests, such as sculpture, fishing and
the stock market. The collection will be
housed at the USGA Golf Museum and
Library in Liberty Corner, N.J., alongside
the collections of many of the game’s
greatest champions.
Coupled with the more than 200 artifacts that Wright donated to the Museum
in 2011, the USGA has solidified the
collection as the world’s greatest related
to Wright’s incomparable career in golf as

well as her life outside the game.
“We are honored that Mickey Wright
has entrusted her legacy to the USGA,”
said Hilary Cronheim, director of the
USGA Golf Museum and Library. “We
strive to preserve each champion’s story
in a multi-dimensional way, speaking to
the breadth and depth of an individual’s
life, character and impact. The story
of golf cannot be told without Mickey
Wright, and this collection ensures that
future generations will appreciate her not
only as a defining character in the game’s

history, but as an individual with diverse
interests, passions and pursuits outside
of golf.”
Specific highlights from the latest acquisition include:
• 1955 LPGA card, Wright’s rookie year
on the LPGA Tour
• Medal from the 1964 Tall City Open,
where Wright recorded the largest
final-round comeback in LPGA Tour
history (10 strokes)
• 1973 Colgate Dinah Shore first-place
trophy from her last professional victory

• 2010 Bob Jones Award, the USGA’s
highest honor
• Practice mat used by Wright at her
home from 2011 until her death
• Approximately 10 scrapbooks and
nearly 20 personal photo albums
• Thousands of pages of correspondence
with family, friends and other golfers,
as well as personal writings about her
golf game and legendary swing
• Formica desk, lamp and adding machine with homemade sewn cover
from her home in Port St. Lucie, Fla.
• Fishing rods, tackle boxes and lures
• Pottery wheel, self-hardening clay,
sculpting tools and sculptures
• Materials from the life and playing
career of Wright’s companion, Peggy
Wilson
Wright’s initial collection has been on display at the USGA Golf Museum and Library
since 2012, when she became the first
woman — and fourth player — to be honored with her own exhibition room, joining Ben Hogan, Bob Jones and Arnold
Palmer. Artifacts displayed in the Mickey
Wright Room include the putter she used
in 81 of her 82 professional wins, the
complete set of clubs used throughout
her career, and her champion’s cups from
multiple USGA victories.
Earlier this year, in recognition of
Wright’s exceptional competitive career,
Golf Opinion & Comment
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Monday Finish: Five Things from Bermuda Championship

by

BEN EVERILL

At times it was wild and windy,
and in the end a worthy winner
returned to the top of a leaderboard for the first time in a long
time. Here are some storylines
you might have missed as Brian
Gay needed an extra hole to get
the job done in the Bermuda
Championship.

1. Gay proves accuracy
can still be winning
factor on TOUR

Brian Gay can’t hit the long
bomb. He knows it. He’s 48,
long away from his prime
strength years. But he’s still cunning. And usually very accurate.
And while a surge towards prodigious distance is happening in
the world of golf, Gay showed
that accuracy and solid nerves

on the right course at the right
time can very much still prevail
in this sport.
Gay birdied the final hole in
regulation to put a bow on a
final round 7-under 64 and then
stood up and birdied the hole
again in a sudden death playoff
to capture a fifth career win, but
first since 2013. With Stewart
Cink (Safeway Open) and Sergio
Garcia (Sanderson Farms Championship) recently proving wins
aren’t exclusive to the young, fit
and strong on the PGA TOUR,
Gay felt energized coming to
Bermuda where he’d been third
a year prior.
Despite tough winds through
most of the tournament, Gay
ranked fourth in driving accuracy and on Sunday hit 16 of 18

greens in regulation as he put
on a clinic to overcome the twoshot deficit he started with in the
final round.
Outdriven in the playoff, he applied pressure with a great wedge
to 15-feet only to see Wyndham
Clark hit his approach inside 10
feet. Gay wasn’t deterred — sinking his birdie putt in the heart of
the cup to reapply the pressure.
Clark tried to ram his effort in
to match but it fell low and the
trophy was won.
Now instead of counting the
days until PGA TOUR Champions status, Gay is mapping out
a few more years of big TOUR
starts including THE PLAYERS
Championship, Sentry Tournament of Champions and the
Masters.

2. Zalatoris completes
mission one; next
missions begin

It was all but a formality that
Will Zalatoris would claim Special Temporary Membership on
the PGA TOUR after an incredible run of golf lately. The Korn
Ferry Tour points leader needed
to make it to the weekend to ensure he can accept an unlimited
amount of sponsor invites this
season and he impressed with a
T16 finish in Bermuda.
Now the focus turns to whether or not he will earn enough

non-member points this season
to secure playing privileges into
next season. This is also basically
a formality as with 334 of those
already on his plate it would take
a serious dip in form for him
to fall outside whatever mark
the 125th player in the FedExCup sets. As it stands right now,
Zalatoris would be 16th on the
current FedExCup list if he was
eligible, slotting in right ahead of
Jon Rahm. And even if he were
to falter, chances are he’s not
going to drop 26 slots on the
KFT list either.
So the real focus actually shifts
to whether he can find a way
to win on the PGA TOUR this
season, thus becoming eligible
for the Playoffs. And whether
he can continue his climb up the
world rankings before year end.
At 57th, Zalatoris could work
his way into the 2021 Masters
should he get inside the top 50
on Dec. 31.

3. Off the Schnied

It had been a lean experience
for Ollie Schniederjans in PGA
TOUR events. The once-celebrated amateur has been an
afterthought amongst a plethora
of young talent bursting on the
TOUR scene in the last few seasons, thanks mainly to a 201819 season of woe that ended at
180th in the FedExCup.

Prior to his third place finish this
week in Bermuda, Schniederjans’
last 10 TOUR starts had provided
eight missed cuts — including in
Bermuda a year ago — and a best
finish of T47. This week provided his first top-10 since August
of 2018 when he was fifth at the
Barracuda Championship.
But time back on the Korn
Ferry TOUR has allowed him to
work things out away from the
spotlight. And perhaps the arrival of his brother in the Bermuda
field was the little competitive
spark the sponsor invite needed.
The result brings with it another start on TOUR this week at
the Vivint Houston Open where
he hopes to prove, as was once
touted almost as an afterthought,
he rightfully belongs.

4. Wounded Clark
can take heart

Losing a playoff always hurts
and Wyndham Clark was certainly far from pleased when he
missed three critical putts during
the final two holes in regulation
and during the playoff.
“I’m pretty bummed. Obviously, I would have liked to have
won. I played so good, just had
a little mishap on 16 and 17 and
then really didn’t make those
two putts on 18,” he said in the
immediate aftermath. “I played
19th Hole

— PAGE 10
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GOLF business
Final Donald Ross-Designed Course Restored

Raleigh Country Club will unveil a
(Courtesy of Raleigh Country Club)

Raleigh Country Club, which
opened in 1948 just east of
downtown Raleigh, has completed a major renovation of
its historic golf course, the final
design of legendary architect
Donald Ross. Golf course architect Kyle Franz oversaw the
RCC restoration, which began
in February.
The restored course will debut
for member-only play starting Friday, Nov. 6. Club owner McConnell Golf announced that RCC’s
longest tenured members — Jim
Barnes III, Robert Carroll, Cecil
Davis Jr., and Dick Parent — will
be the first golfers to tee off
when the course reopens, prior
to a celebratory weekend. Jerry
Mangum and his wife Myrtle will
serve as honorary starters.
“We closely followed Kyle
Franz’ plan and vision,” McConnell Golf President & CEO
John McConnell said. “It’s going

Wilmington, North
Carolina, McConnell
Golf boasts three Tom
Fazio designs. McConnell Golf’s complete
portfolio within the
Carolinas and Tennessee includes course designs by legends Pete
Dye, Arnold Palmer,
Greg Norman, Hale
Irwin and Ellis Maples,
and now totals 288
golf holes.
The RCC renovation
restored golf course to members on Nov. 6. cost was approximately
$5.5 million, funded
entirely by McConnell
to be better than any of us ever Golf, making it one of largest
anticipated. I’m just amazed at recent privately funded invest(Franz’) artistic ability and how ments in East Raleigh. There
the course has turned out. RCC were no member assessments.
greens are well-known as being
“We’ve all been counting
very demanding and I am highly down the days to the reopenconfident that our reputation will ing,” McConnell VP of golf opremain in place.”
erations Brian Kittler said. “It’s
In 2003, McConnell purchased been neat to see Kyle’s vision
RCC to help preserve golf’s his- take shape. The golf course is
toric place. The McConnell Golf definitely going to be a bit more
portfolio includes three other clas- challenging. The fairway corrisic Ross designs in addition to dors are a bit wider; greens are
RCC — Greensboro’s Sedgefield a bit bigger and members will
Country Club, which annually have an opportunity to hit to
plays host to the PGA Tour’s other pin locations that previW y n d h a m C h a m p i o n s h i p , ously were not available. With all
Country Club of Asheville and the trees gone, it gives the holes
Holston Hills Country Club in much better views and better pin
Knoxville, Tennessee. McCon- locations on some holes. It’s got
nell Golf is the only individual a good vibe going.”
golf course proprietor in the
Franz played a key role creatworld that owns four Ross-de- ing several of the most innovative and acclaimed courses built
signed courses.
With the recent addition of recently, while also helping enact
Porters Neck Country Club in the restoration plans of several

classic courses. That list includes
a pair of North Carolina-based
Ross designs: the restoration of
Pinehurst No. 2, where Franz
assisted Bill Coore and Ben
Crenshaw prior to the 2014
U.S. Opens, and Mid Pines Inn
& Golf Club.
“Being such a huge Donald
Ross fan, for me working on
Raleigh Country Club has been
an unbelievable opportunity,”
Franz said. “Having worked on
some of his most personal work
in North Carolina, with Pinehurst No. 2, Mid Pines and Pine
Needles, RCC is a really great
opportunity to make it a legacy
project for Ross.”
For McConnell Golf, the focus
of the project was to produce
an improved course for all levels
of players, while retaining the
integrity of the course that Ross
first designed and built and allowing more challenges for today’s
long-hitting players. Among
RCC’s numerous enhancements:

A new irrigation system. New
technology is one of the major
benefits in improving bunkers
and turf conditions, while creating less erosion and eliminating
bare spots near the tree lines.
Green complexes have been
enlarged for more pin locations
and improved strategic shot
making. On the greens, McConnell Golf elected to use a
new variety of bentgrass, Pure
Eclipse, which allows improved
heat tolerance from older varieties. RCC becomes the first
course in the region to seed Pure
Eclipse on all 18 holes.
New tee boxes have been constructed on certain holes that
have extended the course yardage to nearly 7,400 yards, while
also benefiting female, junior
and senior golfers. RCC’s rolling
hills make the course play even
longer.
New bunkers have been constructed that provide greater viGolf Business
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GOLFopinion & comment
the USGA forever linked her
name to the U.S. Women’s
Open Championship by naming
the gold medal presented each
year to the winner in her honor.
At the 2020 championship in
December at Champions Golf
Club, the first since Wright’s
passing, the USGA
will also recognize her
contributions by displaying selected memorabilia and using a
commemorative flag
with her silhouette
on No. 18 during the
final round. Wright
and Betsy Rawls are
the only four-time
winners of the championship.
In addition to the
bequest of her estate
and possessions to
the Museum, Wright’s
final wishes included

The19th

being interred outside the Mickey Wright Room on the USGA
campus. The USGA plans to
honor those wishes with a celebration of her life to take place
at a later date.
The USGA Golf Museum and
Library is the nation’s oldest

Hole

great. It was a great tournament.
Obviously I’m disappointed. I
had chances, I just didn’t capitalize.”
Hopefully Clark can feel many
positives as he continues to debrief, particularly given how he
ended last season. The return
to golf wasn’t great for Clark,
who in his nine starts after the
COVID-19 break dropped from
81st to 125th in the FedExCup.
He snuck into the Playoffs despite missing the cut at the Wyndham Championship, a sixth
MC in those nine starts that also
included a walk off WD.
He’s now 14th in the FedExCup this season thanks to his
runner-up result, a first top-10
in just over a year and his best
TOUR finish ever.

5. Te Funk in the Cink
brings family fun

Brian Gay wasn’t the only veteran having a great time in Bermuda, a paradise where family
fun was the order of the week
for the Cinks and the Funks.
Stewart Cink, the recent winner in the season-opening Safeway Open, continued his impressive resurgence by finishing
fourth. As was the case at his
win, son Reagan was on the bag
as his caddie. It’s a partnership
hard to ignore.
“It’s been a couple of factors.
Reagan caddying for me, my
son, we have great chemistry.

...

Last week
1
5
2
3
4
6
7
8
9

sports museum and the world’s
leading institution for the collection, preservation, interpretation
and dissemination of golf history.
It is the most trusted repository
for preserving the legacies of the
game’s greatest champions. x
©LPGA
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suals and improved play for golfers, as well as much improved
drainage with the material used
in the traps. “We’ve tried to vary
out the scale of the bunkers quite
a bit, to where it’s reflective of
the best stuff of Ross that I really like here in North Carolina,”
Franz said.
Approximately 500 trees were
removed to improve air movement and turf quality.
The new irrigation system allows for native grasses to be
planted during the next few
years that will give the course
a dramatic look. Many of the
natural drainage areas across
fairways have been changed, to
help the course better absorb
rainfall and create more strategic
shot making opportunities.
Some of the cart paths were
rerouted or removed substantially on certain holes to give
the course an even more natural

feeling as to how the land lies.
McConnell Golf is the first to
utilize this new process called soil
stabilization.
“A machine tills whatever is
existing, be it old path, soil, roots,
and incorporates cement and
water to create a soil surface,”
McConnell Golf VP of agronomy
Michael Shoun said of soil stabilization. “The final product is 8 to
10 inches of a soil surface that
takes on the natural look of the
material tilled. It’s call ‘natural
path’ — not meant to be a perfectly smooth surface, more like
a hard soil path.”
While the RCC golf course
was closed, the club’s practice
facility remained open and McConnell Golf arranged numerous reciprocal opportunities
at local clubs for its members,
including all McConnell Golf
locations. x

among others. Brendon Todd is
the defending champion of the
event scheduled for Dec. 3-6 at
El Camaleon Golf Club in Playa
del Carmen, Mexico.
Johnson hasn’t played since
the U.S. Open, where he recorded his fifth consecutive top-6
finish. He tested positive for
COVID-19 on Oct. 13, costing
him two scheduled starts at the
CJ Cup and the Zozo Championship. He is expected to return next week at the Houston
Open, the final event before the
Masters.
That’ll give the reigning FedExCup champion three starts
in a four-week span to close out
the year.

terminal cancer and after being
on treatment for the past two
years, chemotherapy is no longer effective, but that doesn’t
stop this brave young man from
enjoying the sport that he loves.
After hearing his story, the
PGA Tour planned an incredible
golf experience for Holden and
his family.
“Thank you for making our
son feel like a king. An experience he will never forget and
memories for our family that
will last forever,” said Holden’s
father Chad in the comments
on Twitter.
Golf fans flooded the comments on both Instagram and
Twitter, sending Holden positive messages and applauding
the PGA Tour for the incredible
gesture.
“Another reason golf is the
best sport going. Jim Furyk,
thank you for taking the time
to spend with that young boy.
Thank you PGA for sharing.
Makes me wonder why I get
upset at a bad shot I made,” said
one golf fan.
“This is the kind of story that
needs to be spread far and wide.
What a fantastic little dude that
has a love for this great game.
Great job by all involved in making his trip so much fun,” said
another. x

©Golf Course Industry
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Dustin Johnson

Half his DNA is mine and we just
see things the same way on the
golf course and we have really
good communication out there
on our shots,” Cink explained.
“It makes me be really decisive
and committed. That certainly
helps when you’re searching
for ways to separate you from
the competition out here where
everybody is so good.”
Cink also tinkered with his
equipment. The two factors have
him second in the FedExCup
just four points behind Bryson
DeChambeau’s lead.
“I kind of lowered my spin
rates through my whole bag,
driver all the way down through
my irons, and when we came
here and we had the crazy winds
there for a couple days, I think
I was able to keep my ball sort
of like mildly, less out of control

PGA TOUR TOP 10
This week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Player
Bryson DeChambeau
Stewart Cink
Patrick Cantlay
Jason Kokrak
Matthew Wolff
Sergio Garcia
Martin Laird
Hudson Swafford
Brian Gay
Xander Schauffele

Points
675
671
604
596
585
548
532
510
500
463

than maybe I would have before,” he added.
Fred Funk had the pleasure of
playing with his son Taylor in the
opening two rounds and while
the younger Funk didn’t bring his
absolute best stuff the 64-yearold produced another highlight
to his impressive resume.
Facing what at the time
seemed a birdie or bust scenario
on his final hole of the second
round, the elder Funk chipped
in from just off the green to become just the fourth player aged
64 or older to make the cut in
a TOUR event since 1970. He
joined Jack Nicklaus, Sam Snead
and Tom Watson.
The family celebration on the
green was everything that can
make this sport great and more.
©PGATour.com
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Dustin Johnson
Commits to
Mayakoba to
Close Out Year
by

RYAN LAVNER

Dustin Johnson has committed
to play in December at the Mayakoba Golf Classic, the final PGA
Tour event of the calendar year.
It will mark the world No. 1’s
first appearance at Mayakoba,
which has also secured commitments from Tony Finau, Rickie Fowler and Viktor Hovland,

©Golf Channel
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PGA Tour Make
Dreams Come
True for Golf
Loving 3-Year-Old
Battling Cancer
by

JACK SEDDON

The PGA Tour made a young
boy’s dreams come true when
they set up the trip of a life time,
where 3-year-old Holden was
flown out to Florida to get a tour
of TPC Sawgrass and hit balls
with Jim Furyk.
Holden has been battling with

©Golf Magic

